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Can You Picture Yourself or Your Team Standing On Top Of The Podium!

Countless Campers & Countless
Champions
This image above is of Dalton Young, Lakeside High Schools Four
Time State Champion! Our sport demands a winner and a loser and
how you choose to train in the summer will certainly dictate that!
Dalton was a believer in the Washington Intensive Camps and even
better he was a believer in what they taught you off the mat as well!
The champion in this case was always more defined by character,
discipline,consistency off the mat and in the classroom, at home, and
in Youngs life! Dalton is amongst hundreds of wrestlers who have
used the Intensive Wrestling camps as a spring board for success! I
would need a professional analyst to go back and track the hundreds
of State Champions who have started with Intensive Camp, took what
they learned and applied it in their rooms and lives, and then in later
years went on to do it at the national level competing in Fargo etc...
I'm asked constantly why my camps are during the Fargo Training
camps and the answer is actually simple, my camps can serve Fargo
level wrestlers extremely well, but my passion is in helping set a

foundation for success of the kids and individuals who perhaps are
not at that level quite yet but desire to be one day! Camp truly is for all
level of wrestlers when you have a big goal in mind! Kaizen
ID Intensive Camp June 10th - 16th
Location: Garden Valley ID
WA Intensive Camp July 16th - 22nd
Graham, WA
Train Like A Champion - Register Today!!

Coaches who believe in applying a system Win Often!

Coaches Leave Camp With A System
Above is a picture of Scott Jones and as many of you know, my father
who ran the WA Intensive camp for years. Him and I have been
cumulatively running these camps for nearly 27 years. My father was
a coach who believed in a systematic approach to training our high
school kids and he was an even bigger believer in sharing that system
with other coaches. In recent years him and I have gotten together to
cumulate our years of experience in the sport to deliver a camp that
would give coaches a system to take home. First you will see it at
camp, but the best part is you will go home with a system and
philosophy that will be applicable in your room. No more going to a
camp and having it all go in one ear and out the other. I have spent
the last couple years cumulating and perfecting a video series that is
simple, precise, and above all the most desirable drills I could give a
coach who wants improvement instantly with a systematic approach
that is applicable to all levels of wrestling.
Click Here For Team Registration!
To Your Success,

Levi Jones

